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FULTON, KENTUCKF,

Mew Wholesale And
Fire Destroys Store
Revised OPA Measure
Jobbing House For Fulton
And House At McConnell
Restores Ceiling
Prices For Year The grocery store and residence

4

DEATHSOLIVER L. POWERS

NUMBER TWENTY-UK,

Terminal Pay For
Widening Of Harris
Enlisted Men Is
Fork Creelc Is
Passed In Senate
Now In Progress

Oliver L. Powers, age about 48,
belonging to Guy Harris of Mc- died very suddenly at his home aSenate
Approved Measure Gives Long Delayed Plans For Control
Passes
Measure
at
Late
Senate
Connell were completely destroyed bout two miles this side of Duke5,000,000,000 In Bonds to G. I's
Night Session, President
of Floods From Creek
by fire Tuesday morning about 10: dom, just off of the Dukedom
Fulton's newest business, The
Expected to Sign
Get Under Way
30. Both were total losses. The fire highway, about 3:00 o'clock WedFitton Specialty House, located at
The Senate passed by voice vote
was
caused
by
an
oil
stove
explosnesday
afternoon,
as
a
result
of
a
Ile Lake-st, ext., opposite Mayand returned to the House Tuesday
Work of widening, straightening
A weary Senate passed the revis- ion in the house.
heart attack.
nard's Service Station, was opened
night the G. 1. Terminal Leave Bill and improving Harris Fork Creek
ed OPA Billi early Thursday and
Mrs.
Harris
had
started
preparaMr. Powers had been sick for'
be the public Monday, July 22.
sent it to President Truman who is tions for the noon meal and went some three weeks, but was not providing some $3,000,000,000 in in order to eliminate the flash
This new business will specialize
expected to sign it later in the day. across the street to a neighbor's considered in a serious condition, Government. bonds,---not cash—for floods which have been damaging
ia cigars, cigarettes, candy, novelproperty in Fulton for the past few
The vote was 53 to 26.
and was gone a few minutes. Up- and was sitting in the living room discharged enlisted men.
ties. notions and counter goods of
The instant the President's signa- on her return she found the house of his home when he dropped over
The legislation, sponsored by years, began Tuesday morning. The
all kinds, selling direct to stores
ture makes the bill law, the rent in flames. Nothing was saved in dead.
Senator Edwin C. Johnson (D.., work began at Highway 45 bridge.
throughout this entire territory.
and price ceilings in effect June 30 the house.
He operated a second hand furn- Colo.) is intended to pay enlisted near the Bob White property on
TWo salesmen have already been
automatically will be restored exThe store, which adjoins the resi- itre store in Fulton for Frank men for leave accured during their the Mayfield Highway.
hired and are calling on business
This project has been planned for
cept on meat, poultry, dairy pro- dence, was just completed that day Beadles, and had been operating military service but never receivhouses and towns in Fulton, Hickducts, grain, tobac.co, petroleum kind and was made of concret blocks. this business for the past two ed. It is aimed to match the cash a long time, and the actual work.
man. Carlisle, McCracken, Callocertain other items specifically ex- The merchandise was a total lass years.
payments for terminal leave hither- started Tuesday. Six houses along
way counties in Kentucky, and
the right of _way on Burns Avenue
empt. The OPA, given another year and the interior of the building
to
given officers only.
Funeral services will be conductMint Weakley and Lake counties
in Missionary Bottom were moved.
to operate but restricted in
its completely destroyed. An ice box ed at Oak Grove Friday afternoon,
Bonds instead of cash was dein Tennessee, and we are advised
authority, will be prepared to is- and ice cream box were all that with burial following in the Oak cided upon for the Senate measure These houses are the property of
-that plans are already being made
Mrs. A. B. Cowell, John Melton
sue some of it/new orders by night- were saved.
Grove cemetery.
after the budget bureau warned
tor another route to be opened
and Smith Atkins, and it is necesfall.
He
is
survived
by
his
widow
that
and
payment
in
money
as prosurneUme in 'August.
sary to move them farther from
The Senate's approvall, completthree
children, an uncle, Ed Pow- vided by the House would have a
PILOT OAK
The Fulton Specialty House is ing congressional action, was voted
the creek bank in order to makeers, of Fulton and other relatives. serious inflationary effect on the
craned and operated by B. C. Mc- a few minutes after inidnight after
way for the new 70 foot right of
Nation's economy.
Mrs. Ray Fleming was :taken
Clain! and C. M. Arnn, both na- a late night session in which the
way.
Dated
back to the hospital at Mayfield
back
to
the
time
of
each
MRS.
M.
V.
LITTLE
hoes of Fulton and both veterans of foes of price controls fired fresR
A delegation of interested citienlisted man's diFcharge, the bonds
Monday. She is in a very serious
World War II. Mr. Arnn is well broadsides but held no hope of deMrs. W. V. Little, prominent Fulzens of Fulton and South Fulton
would mature five years thereaftcondition. We wish for her a speedy
known in this territory, having feating the bill.
ton county resident for many years,
was in Nashville Tuesday attending
er.
recovery.
brew a salesman for this type of
died
a meeting in the office of the Tenn,
Tuesday
afternoon
at
1:40
p.
The White Ifouse announced the
The revival meeting is still on,
Here
are
major
provisions
of the essee Highway Department. Repreramtandise- for a number of years. President is set to act quickly,
m., at her home in Crutchfield, folRev. Lois Kingston is dellvering
Mr. McClure has also been asso- without disclosing
lowing a long illness. She was 73 bill passed by the Senate:
sentatives Tom Cutler and others
what the action some fine messages, much interest
1. Provides two and one-half days of the Kentucky Department met
years old.
ciated in this type of business for will be, and that he will
accompany is shown in every service.
serieral years.
Mrs. tittle had been seriously ill paid_leave for each month of active with Judge Phillips of the Tennesit with a message to Congress. But
The church people taken dinner
service from Sept. 8, 1939, for all see department, and plans for the
for the past three months.
Although the Fulton Specialty congressional leaders indicate the at Mr .and
Mrs. Vestal Coletharp
Funeral services were held Wed- military personnel, with the total improvement of Harris Fork in
Heim wfll specialize in the whole- measure as it stands is acceptable Saturday around 60
men, women
nesday afternoon at 5 p. m. at Rock which may be accumulated limited) South Fulton were made.
sale field, they will carry a full to Mr. Truman and he will sign it. and children ate dinner
with them. Springs
Those attending the meeting inBaptist church with Klapp to 90 days after Aug. 31.
lime of candies, confections, tobacAt least two other factors apJimmie Allen Lowry is recover2. Authorizes payment, on scale cluded: Chief of police, K. P. Daland Kaler in charge. Interment in
cos. and counter goods for the con- peared to support the prediction: ing after a
tonsil operation two
iof base pay plus allowances, for ton; Mayor, T. T. Boaz; City Atty.
the church cemetery .
sumer trade of Fulton. Their store
I. A member of the House Ap- weeks ago.
She is survived by a son, Neal unused leave up to 120 daps in the, Of Fulton, James Warren; Mayor Jlocated just a few steps off of propriations Committee said the
There were around 50 of the
Little, a daughter, Mrs. J. R. Gas- case of enlisted men ditcharged H. Lowe, and recorded R. .Fowlkes,
Paarth-st, on Lake-st, ext., is open- President will request an addi- church folks
ate Sunday dinner
kins and two grandchildren, Sarah before Sept. 1 if application is of South Fulton.
ed ever); day, including Saturday tional $25,000,000 for the OPA and with
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Cruse.
and Augusta Little, two sisters, made within one year of that date
frown 9 till 5. The public is cordial- the request may be made in the
Mrs. Allene Lowry and Jimmy
NEIV RULES POR
Mrs. Mary Thurmond, Atlanta, Ga.;
ly invited to come in and inspect message Thursday. Congress voted Allen
visited Mrs. Mary Collins,
VOTERS REGISTRATION
and Mrs. Lucy Bryant, Waycross,
this new store. The telephone num- ;75,000,000 to run the OPA for Monday
ROPER
afternoon. bIrs. Collins ties
wiv5.4vsle.47.
Oaber is 794.
the year, a cut of sorne ;30,000.000 recovered over sk very sore ttiroat!
go_
ileVt.nist 41.40,
./4gitokley of neRr
1144 LikalVar.,._,
beioiv budget estimates. The ctun- from last west,.
ton, Mr*. Reify —lloodenpyle of ee5
MRS. MOLLY 'ADKINS
gaff'#egoimir ereNEGRO AltRESTED FOR
mitte memb,er said Mr. Truman
Mr. and Mrs. Lionard Wilson and
Harmony community and
little set forth in Senate Bill No.25,
will contend this will not be Geraldine from Water Valley at=WALING A wArcH
Mrs. Molly Adkins, 68, life .long
grand daughter, Brenda Joyce Ev- paSsed by the recent meeting Legenough to run OPA until the new tended church here Monday.
resident of Fulton, died Monday
islature, and provide many changes
Ward Bushart is much better aft- morning at Haws Memorial Hospi- ans of Clinton and Mrs. Charlie
Thomas Gardner, colored, was Congress convenes in January and
Sloan of Cayce visited Mrs. W. W. from the old law.
given a preliminary hearing before has time to consider a supple- er a very sick spell of the past tal following a long illness. Mrs.
,Under the new law Judges of
Preuett one day last week.
week.
Judge Lon Adams
Wednesday mental fund.
Adkins had been in poor health for
Elections in each precinct shall,
Mrs.
James
Howard
Owens
left
2. High officials asking annonymiMr. and Mrs. Albert Caldwell several years.
morning on a grand larceny charge.
Friday to visit her husband, who is register voters who make applicaGardner was arrested and charged ty, reported Mr. Truman plans to went to Fulton Saturday afternoon.
She was a native of Gleason,
tion for registration, on the day a
Mrs. Emma Grissom and Mrs. Tenn., but had lived in Fulton for a patient in a hospital at Camp
with stealing a watch valued at $65 name Reconversion Director, John
primary election is being held, but
Atterbery, Ind.
R. Steelman as stablization director, Ophelia Caldwell visited Mrs. Eula practically all her life:from Fred Banks, colored.
those so registered will not be eliMr.
and
Mrs.
Murrell
Williams
He was bound over to await the successding Chester Bowles in ad- Nelson last week. Mrs. Nelson has
Funeral services were held at 2
gible to vote for a period of 59
action of the September Grand Jury dition to SteelMan's present duties. just returned from the hospital.
p. m. Tuesday afternoon at the and sons of near Cayce visited Mrs. days after
being registered. This
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Browder from Hornbeak Funeral Home, conduct- William's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and placed under $250.00 bond. Be- This course was recommended by
new form of registering rnakes it
Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Will ed by Revt Commodore Brann. In- Frank Henry, Sunday.
ing unable to make bond, he was Bowles when he resigned.
easier to register, as heretofore
Under provisions of the new bill Collins and Mr. and Mrs. Pern terment was at Thompson's GraveMrs. Paul Divis, Mrs. Edwin
token to the county jail at Hickvoters had to go to the Ctunty
ceiling prices on meats, poultry, Grissom Sunday afternoon.
man to await trail.
Mayfield and son, John Phillip visyard near Dresden.
Court Clerk's office to register.
dairy products, grain and certain
There were 25 or 30 took Monday
She is survived by a daughter, ited Mrs. Albert Jones and Mrs.
Under the new lay Judges of
others items will not be put into dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Guy Mrs. Iva Chilton of Fulton, four John Jones one day last week.
primary elections may also recomPALESTINE
effect before Aug. 20.
Yates.near Palmore.
Mrs. Ida Sloan of Cay.ce spent
step-children, Dulan Adkins of Fulmend purging of the registration
Rev. and Mrs. George Owens ton, James Adkins of Lansing, Mich. several days last week with her
lists.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams of
from Palmore attended church here Eli Adkins of Sharon, Tenn., Bessie grand daughter, Mrs. Ray Adams
LATHAM
The new law provides that JudgeDetroit, Mr. and Mrs. Everett WilMonday.
Workman of Chicago, nine grand- and family.
AND BIBLE UNION
of Elections may select others to
lows and baby and Mrs. Bertie
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Jones and children and two great grandchilMrs. Mary Johnston of Hickman, help them in registering voters and.
of Watter Valley were
children visited her parents, Mr. der.
Mrs. Charlie F. Roach, of Nashville, recommending purging of the votMr. and Mrs. Karl Rogers anSanday afternoon visitors of Mrs.
and Mrs. Edd Lamb Friday of last
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor and son, Joe ers lists.
Hinny Collier and Mr. and Mrs. nouce the arrival of a new baby week.
of dear Fulton visited Mr. and
ROCK'SPRINGS
girl born at the Haws Memorial
RWIrnan Collier and family.
Mrs. Deward Wilson is much betMrs. R. A. Fields one afternoon BENNETT HOMEMAKER
Memphis is Hospital, last Friday. She will be ter after a sick spell Sunday.
Peggy Moore of
Misses MaZ, Narie,and Gladys last week.
CLUB PICNIC
called
Suzanne.
Mrs,
Rogers
was
vending her vacation with her
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd visited Moore spent from Friday until SunDon Henry of Fulton spent sev
grand mother, Mrs. R. H. Pewitt formerly, Lydia Winstead.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart Sun- day with Mr. and Mrs. Turney Douy
eral days last week with his uncle,
The Bennett Homemaker Club
Members of Bible Union Church day afternoon.
and other relatives in this vicinity.
of near Hickman.
Frank Henry and family.
hold their annual picnic with
will
are
of
Christ
improving
the
church
Thompson
visitMr. and Mrs. Ed
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
Mrs. Bob Adams, Mrs. Joe At- Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Croft at their
ed Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Morris of by doing a lot of interior decoratbaby spent Tuesday with Marshal will and Mrs. Clem Atwill visited home on highway No. 45, the night
CRUTCHFIELD
/Madisonville, Sunday at the home ing. The meeting will begin the
Moore.
their mother, Mrs. D. D. Davis and of July 26. Picnic lunch will be
3rd Sunday in August. Preaching
at Mr. and Mrs. Smith Atkins.
Miss Ina Bellew visited Mrs. El- their sister, Hrs. Clint Workman served. Everyone is welcome.
The Woman's Society of ChrisMr. and Mrs. Briel Jackson of will be done by Bro. Pat Hardeman,
•
tian Service met with Mrs. Lucy la Veatch for awhile Tuesday aft- and family.
Wing° visited Mr .and Mrs. W11. singing by Loyd Winstead.
ernoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Powell, Mr. OD111 GASKINS KILLED
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lube Illackard, Turner Thursday, July Itith. The
bar Hardy, Monday night.
Mrs. Georgia Moore
returned and Mrs. E. C. Mosley, Miss Dorothy IN AUTO ACCIDENT
morning
was
spent
in
friendly
conMr. and Mrs. Robert Watts spent Mrs. Fan Griffin and Mr. and Mrs.
verspiion with a delicious meal at home Tuesday after spending a few Sue Mosley and brother, Eddie and
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Farbian Willie Harwood attended the fundays with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Miss Janie Dell Jones, visited
Mr.
Odie Gaskins, aged 44, of Hickeral of Mr. Lee Biggers at Palmer*. the noon hour.
Arinbuester in Clinton.
In the afternoon the Society was Copelen and family.
and Mrs. Charles and daughter at man, Ky., died at the Fulton Hwy&
ville
last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder, Mr.
called to order by the president,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown and their home Mear Fulton Sunday tal at 7:00 o'clock Wednesday night
Let's remember singing at Latand Mrs. Hillman Collier and rimMrs. Percy Veatch.
Missionary Phillip and Mrs. Nellie Taylor visit- afternoon.
from injuries received in An aubsham
church
next
Sunday
night.
and
Brown
Lon
Sy. lir. and Mrs.
study was given by all, subject, ed from Thursday Wadi Saturday
mobile accident, which occuredi beDell
Jones
Miss
Janie
spent
SatEveryone
is
invited.
and
Jean McClanahan and Mr.
"Women, Trustees of the Future." in Missouri with Mr. and Mrs. GilMr. Oscar Clark sold his farm
urday night and Anday with Miss low Hickman about 5:00 o'clock
Mrs. Clarence Caldwell enjoyed a
The drarational was held by the bert Arrington.
that afternoon.
in this community to a Mr. Jones
Dorothy Sue Mosley.
Fah fry at Gilbertsville Monday.
spiritual life leader, Mrs. Harry
Mrs. Annie Beard visited for aMr. Gaskins, who was riding in
Helen King returned home Mon- from Sidonia. We are indeed sorry Rice. Several offered up prayer, while Saturday morning with Mrs.
a truck driven by his son, was fato
lose
Mr.
and
Mrs.
UNION
C.
P.
Clark,
REVIVAL
but
callin
vacation
day night from a
after which the 6th chapter of Ro- Ruth Veatch.
tally injured when the truck and
WILL BEGIN SUNDAY
kannia and other points in the extend a hearty welcdme to Mr. mans was read and the "Life of
Mr. and Mrs Herndon Veatch
an authmohile driven by Hugh'
and
Mrs.
Jones.
west.
Prayer" was brought by the spirit- and baby, Mrs. Anna Moore ind
French, of Hickman, collodeff He
Mrs. Birtie Robey is in the hospiMr. and Mrs. Clarence Caldwell
ual life leader. 14 members were Johnnie Moore visited Mr. and Mrs. The Union Cumberland Presbyter- died within a short time after be
,
tal
in
Fulton
again.
ian
revival
will
begin
Sunday,
Augvisited her uncle, Perne Grissom
present.
Bob Veatch Saturday afternoon.
ing brought to the Fulton Hospital.
Mr, Bill Legans is home on a
at Pilot Oak, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Rice and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen ust 4th. Rev. C. W: Hayes, the great
30 day furlough.
children, Frankie and Johnie of and Martha Kay, Mrs. Nora Cope- Louisiana Evangelist, former pastor AUTO STOLEN HERE
Mrs. Rupert Browder is reported
Mrs. Gertie McClain remains in Decatur, Ill., is spending their vaii0.
len, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd, Oscar of the Second C. P. church of IN MAY RECOVERED
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and bed most of the tirae. Her daughter, cation with their uncle, Mr. H. M. Finch and Simp Seat visited Mr. Chattanooga will do the preaching. IN TEXAS TOWN
Special music will be featured
Jimmie Wallace visited Mr. and Minnie Ruth is here.from Detroit.
Rice and family.
and Mrs. Herman Elliott Sunday.
Mrs. Will Hawks is showing a
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Rice and
Mrs. Rupert•Browder Sunday evenMr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown visit- at every service.
011ie James Roberts' 1936 Ford
littlle improvement but is in bed family had as -their guests Sunday,
Come, and enjoy these services car which was stolen here on May
tng.
ed Bob Veatch and family SundaY
time.
most
of
the
last
spent
with
your
good
friends.
Mts. A. M. Browder
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Walton of afternoon.
7, has been recoverd in Pecos, Tex,
Mr. Joe Legons has had a severe Sikeston, Mo.; Norma Jean and
whelt with her sister, Mrs. Ione
according to information received
mumps
case
of
recehtly.
Alexander near Rives, Tenn.
Herbie Walker of St. Louis, Mo.;
Mrs. Albert Stanton and daugh
Mrs. J. T. Arnn, and grand dau- by the Fulton Police•Department.
Master Ronal Mosley happened to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gibson and ters, Louise and tinily, of Nash- ghters. Angela and Charlene are
No arrest has been made, but the
C. M. Arnn and B. C. McClure a very painful accident last week, children, Mary .Ann and Micheal ville, are guests of Mrs. Stanton's spending the week in Murray vis- car has been located. Mr. Roberta
running
into
a
barb
busiby
wire, cutting Lee, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Rice
spent Friday in Jackson on
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon iting 'Mrs. Arnn's daughter, Mrs left for Texas Wednesday to rei very bad gash on his throat.
Lee.
ness.
Baird.
Fred Suiter.
turn the car here.
Foam

Specialty House
Here Monday

Opened
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at a last-minute conference, orderNAZI WAR POTENTIAL
land.
into it a bit.
techleaders
and
economic
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Four
the
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about
The
The first question that we should
Attendance in the baseball parks
The war potential of Germany, nicians to see kemployment in ticu
ask is: Why did the United States Freedoms were valuable in that
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mercial and industrial activity.
'The- man *Aro r keeps'moving stall
SUe'ri4iffie
REA
•
These and many other things can
i
NOW. hsrt.
4 alt not ofteme- Mitt& of-patches ire kis points.
-/.7•
ASERIcAN WAY
•
be done, will be done, in a compare- ferred to ittaithif
urnt ii.Ais'ea to
During its three years of oper'tively short time after the people dream ot,,peAng
grFa; pOgl. Ekt u13 Shittiildbe
Since 1935, when the Rural Elecation under the expanded Federal
of this country let their elected who hasn't?: r,',,wrckttgAigeral
began
Stade q-ebabilitation A.ct, the Office trification Administration
-"*""6
-.V - 4
44..416.6•14.
representatives know they want were publtillect*
,
has making loans to electric co-operaof Vocatiunal Rehabilitation
them odne. In a Republic, public an da few that;clatect4
found useful jobs for 123,422 handl- tives, a total of $815,074,759 in
t
Veli*Oi
opinion is always the final controll- script. Even to-day, 'ASSk,.11,1ailf8"41,4
32,J,v
capped men and women.
loans have been approved.
ing factor. And public opinion is of them were.fair, in; quality and
Service
nothing more or less than the sum might have beeln4VorftitlititoaRkne807-R
Se-1-1
Pho
Every American should think total of the things people think and thing readable."13Alt°
0
.5TRY
long and hard about the fact Viet talk about. So start talking and a school teacher, 44,iittiLiti;s a%nditit
nearly one third of all the new keep it up!
graduate work and' iatelisaRqaer
business firms in this country are
grading, somewhat &haled 'iny af 6t Dr.
having to close their doors, go out
as a poet. I daredmfar
of business, in less than one year.
though, to have a Verly0- siticete
sympathy for the youne poet!, or
If this situation continues-if the POEMS BY EVERBODY
•
t
Mit
the older one who "seats:iiimseif
likelihood of failure is too great to
lops. sool
r
Some years ago I published for and takes his pen in hancP.' arid
working and
saving,
the
justify
trionioli
onic,
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Tit
planning it takes to start a new some five years a small poetry writes a doleful ditty for the.coura•
business--what is to become of magazine. To me were sent enough ty-seat peaper and suffers a ',beat
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
American freedom of opportunity? poems to put out every month a shock whe nhis pricelels maisuWhat chance will our children and magazine as large as the best ones script comes back or probably gets
SPECIALTY
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR
grand.children have to realize their now on the market. The magazine lost ln the printing office. Writing
hopes of going further and doing died, not because of lack of ma- poetry is a stage that many of us
Typewriters. Adding Machines and Cash
better than we did? Most of the terial but because of lack of funds. go through; nr,t to have felt the
industrial and commercial workers This experience was just another urge to pen a masterpiece is to
Registers Carefully Repaired
in this country are on the payrolls one to remind me how many vers- have missed some very nervous
TO Stn.
of small companies--companies em- es are written that never see print. living. The next time you see- a
Fermatztv
ploying less than five hundred
In every community where this poorly-written verse in this paper,
workers.
essay will come there are reams read it and laugh, but do not forIf new small businesses are not of verse in manuscript from await- get that you probably could do litsuccessful ing a publisher and a reader. Some tle better. The honest truth is that
being startedd-every
COMPANY
big outfit operating today started of the verses have been read doz- your unpublished manuscript may
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 85
small-where are the job opportuni- ens of times by the author or his still be lying, gathering dust, in
304 Walnut Street
ties to come from for our children best friends; some have been sent some place around your home.
away to seek a publisher; some are
and their children?
The records of the Department secret outpourings of a poetic spirit TUNA FISH
of Commerce show that in the ten that have never been seen by any
author.
years from 1920 to 1930, the num- eyes except those of the
A record-breaking pack of about
ber of business establishments in And, be it said honestly, some of
5,000,000
cases of tuna fish has been
verses
as
are
these
unpublished
, gold Cody Ibris
this country increased by 322,000,
Panora Dtreatora
and during that ten year period good as many that have found a predicted for 1946 by the Fish and
/Mar end earrias0
Wildlife Service. Thus far, the
there was no unemployment pro- species of immortality in print.
thing about catch has totaled 1,242,485 cases,
The
astonishing
blem.
In the next ten years, 1930 to 19- dozens of these home-made verses "the largest production for this
40. the Department of Commerce is that they are very much alike. period in the history of the indusPaducah. 1:7.
records show that the total num- RegardItss of the background or try."
of
author,
the
most
education
of
did
establishments
business
of
ber
like
not increase and by the end of that the poems fall into a kind of slapperiod, 9,143,000 persons were un- dash meter that may or may not
employed. The unescapable conclus- scan. The rhymes are there, of
ion is that there is a job for every- course, whatever else is left out.
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
one who wants to work only when Sometimes the rhymes are about
thousands of new small business the only characteristic of verse that
HOME-COOKED PIES OUR SPECIALTY
one can detect. And here is anothenterprises are launched.
er odd thing about these verses:
business
small
of
importarv:e
The
Lunches
--Plate
Regular Dinners
to our country's welfare goes for they are nearly always deadactic,
beyond these pertinent facts. Care- that is, they are moralizing. Quaint
Short Orders-Sandwiches
things
fully conducted surveys show that or dainty ways of saying
in cities and towns which are de- seem to county for nothing; the
pendent on small business, twice as big thing is the punch-line, which
many people pay income taxes, the is practically always af trite moral
average standard of living is much that everyone has already heard a
higher, slums and tenements are milllon times. Once in a great while
rI
Tar less prevelent and there are two some of these manuscript verses
the
by
say
ton
read
have
I
that
to three times as many recreational
art honfa,:ilities and up to seven times as something in a new way,
avoidance of conall
with
way,
est
populato
ratio
in
libraries
many
ventional expressions. Fortunately,
tion.
I have sometimes had a hull in
All of which can only mean that
getting some of these into print in
small business is actually the backmagazines or books, though I ani
•
everything
and
bone of our country,
no sense a literary agent.
in
which can/ be done to encourage
If I were a collector of verses
small businesses should be done, in
fact, must be done, if we are to like Miss Effie Gertrude Wilson of
have a healthy, happy and prosper- Marrowbone, Kentucky, I think I
would go in fo robituary poems,
ous nation.
verses, and similar
This then means that the great tombstone
mass of regulations and restrictions things. She has done some unusual
which the government imposed on work in resiuing from oblivion
business with such disastrous ef- some of the Valentine verses of othatfect-see Department of Commerce er days and has published some
records quoted above-have got to tractive articles on the subject. A
POULTRY POWDER
HOG CHOLERA,
be removed. Our labor laws must patient search of county newspapbe rewitten to make them fair and ers over a period of years would
equitable to labor, to employers and bring up some jewels that ought
WORM CAPSULES
STOCK TONICS,
ADINT/ON TO CLOTHING, 3000, LODGING, MED/CAL AND DINTAL CARE.
to the public. Our tax laws must be not to be lost. A very few times I
verses
wonderful
some
found
have
'view
a
with
completely overhauled
AIM UMW RITIREMBIT PRIVILEG6
VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES
to eliminating inequalities and to on tombstones, not the conventional
Monthly Retimmeat Incense Afton
collecting the necessary tax reve- ones that every tombstone maker
Starting
30 Yaws'
20 Years'
Sem Pay
nue in a manner which will have apparently inherits but new home....
Service
Urvino
Per Meath
the leastdetrimental affect on com- made ones, as new ai the last isMester Sergeant
$185.63
$107.25
$163.00
et First Sergeant
151.1111
87.75
135.00
Technical Sergeant
129.38
74.75
115.00
Staff Sergeant ..
112.50
65.00
100.00
Sergeant ....
101.25
58.50
90.00
90.00
52.00
80.00
Privets First Class
84.38
48.75
75.00
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FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY ,

A Good Place To Eat

KATTERJOHNI
Concrete Producte

Many of our.patrons tell us they like to dine
with us because the Food is prepared like they
it. We strive to serve the best in well balanced meals at popular prices.

Our Nation4Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night-Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

Hugh Rushton, Manager

BENKTT CAFE

State Line Street

See Us For Your-

Fulton„Ky.

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!

New Higher Pay

•

We have a good supply Of popular veterinary

for the Army!

's.
supplies, and will be glad to fill your need

NEW PAY SCALE

N E W OWL

lthligigs of Itopiar linay Wigwag
years' eerrice-iscreasing to three11•110•••••In fee 1%, 2 or 3 /marten
pay altar 30 years' service.
(Oemeyeer eadistesents perincome in grade of
(Retiremeat
Army
the
in
tow
awn
far
NON/
First Sergeant up to
or
Master
ism 6 or Mere seestbs at service.) 11135.03 per month for life.) All
linlineemet ass front 13 to 34 previous active federal military ear11"
VICO counts toward retirement.
years ischnire (f7 with parents'
in
Normat) ageopt for men nowage,
any
& Benefits under the OT Bill of
$ Arley, who may reenlist at
Rights assured for men who enlist
and former service men depending
or before October S. 1966.
on
an length of service.
9. Choice of Drench of service
3. A ressnlistinent bonus of ESO
for each year of active service since and oversees theater (of those still
each bonus was last paid, or since °Pen) on 3-year enlistments.
teat entry into service, provided reealistment is within 90 days after
last honorable discharge.
ENLIST NOW
4. Up to 90 days' reenlistment
1Pu/tough with pay, depending on
AT YOUR NEAREST
length of service, with prescribed
and
travel allowance paid to homeArmy
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
return, for men now in the
who reenlist.
5. Consult your Army Recruiting
A n0015' /OR FoR YOU
Officio for other furlough privileges.
6. Mustering-out pay(based upon
length of service) to all men who
are discharged to enlist or reenlist.
CHOOSE THIS
FINE PTV:4E1.54:10N NOW!
7. Option to retire at hell pny
20
after
for the rest of your life
,

U. S. Army

U. S. FEDERAL BUILDING, PADUCAH, KY

READ

DRUG COMPANY

August Issue
of

Notice' To Our Palrons
.

READER'S DIGEST

Our Frozen Food Locker Plant Is NOW Ready
for Operation. Patrons may call at their con-

About
venience for their key.

The Milk You Drink
If you can't get this, ask a Fulton Pure Milk Co.,
routeman for a.copy of.this,article.

FULTON PURE MILK CO.
Phone 813-J

9

-

Saw'yer s arket
234 Fourth St. Ext.,

Telephone 75

Fulton, Ky.
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RUSSIAN BROADCASTS
TAX INCREASE NOt
SERVICE NOTES
D. A. Mathis is very busy LOANS TO FOREIGN
Mr.
THE ANSWER
AUSTIN SPRINGS repairing his residence here this GOVERNMENTS TO STABILIZE
Beginning early next fall .the
assisted by co-workers, WORLD TRADE
is
Prentice P. Melvin, son of Mr. and United States will broadcast RusHe
week.
to
g
proaccordin
in
is
ration
meetings
The Administ
A series of
Mrs. I. N. Melvin, of Harris, Tenn., sian language programs by abort
Buton Lassiter and Sam Mathis. ,
of the Treasury, John
gress this week at Salem Baptist
United Secretary
marketthe
has received his discharge from wave to land behind the "true curtomato
1946,
wrap
of
green
The
end
the
in
By
ask an increase
church held by Revs. Jack McClain
to W. Synder, may
and
itself
week
Navy, after 72 months in ser- tain," according to plans now being
d
last
the
committe
slump
a
on
went
have
ing
States will
taxes on individuals and corporaand Hobert Miller. Services held
forof
rapidly
59 of them at sea. He was in perfected by the State Denattaist.
wirth
ripening
vice,
is
crop
00,000
tlfe
now
about $10,000,0
tions "if prices get too far out of
twice daily, afternoons and eventhe E. T. O., A. T. O. and Pacific The broadcasts will consist roanitly
extreme hot weather and eign credits if the British toast is
to
due
invited.
is
public
hand."
ings. The
theatres of war.
rains on last Sunday when a down apprived by Congress, according to
of straight news reports, with same
The idea is to take away some of
MUG Bonnie Ruth Cherry of
came and all crops were the Department of Commerce.
pour
commentary of a review mad backto
the spending funds available
Wingo is visiting relatives in this greatly benefited.
Bank will individuals and business in order
Russell W. Anderson, Lieut. Com- ground nature, together with broad-Import
Export
The
week.
this
vicinity
has casts of some American arrair.
Miss Janelle Cunningham has re- complete its extension of $3,500,- to reduce the inflationary pres- mander, 403 Third-st, Fulton,
received his discharge from the mainly folk music.
turned home to Dresden after visit- 000,000 credit and something close sure.
ing here with her grand parents, to $3,000,000,000 will have heen
We fail to see where it would be Navy.
Subscribe ta THE NEWS!
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields, and re- realized from surplus property sold reasonable to increase taxation on
CVI
merchanships individuals many of whom will PAYNE RESIGNS
latives in Fulton and Paducah.
abroad in credit, on
in
Mr. Jay Vincent is improved ov- sold to foreign purchasers and
be hard hit by increased prices, in •
a
Mr. Joe L. Payne, president of
week of complications. Lend-Lease settlements. Thes eitems order to reduce buying power. Inlast
the
er
e to
0,000 loan to the dividuals on salaries and those the Jackson Purchase Produetion
Mrs. Claud Nelson is home from plus the $3,750,00
MALAR A
constitute the esti- with fixed incomes will suffer con- Credit Association, a farmer operatthe Fuller-Gilliam hospital where United Kingdom
Made especially lot
credits.
of
siderably if there is a sharp increase ed cooperative short-term lending
two
total
operation
mated
an
t
underwen
she
Malarial Symptoms.
program is in prices and their predicatment agency, with central office in Maythe
behind
idea
nicely.
doing
The
is
weeks ago. She
SAFI-911U - SIRE
theeconomy of the would be considerably aggravated field and serving the counties of
du•cad
U••
Mrs. Ed Frields isn't quite so to stabilize
Stops water leakage in basement,
devastating impact by any measurable increase in taxa- Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway, Hickthe
world after
well at this writing.
ion, walls, buildings.
Marland
foundat
Incidenta
n,
McCracke
on.
Graves,
destructi
man,
tion.
We have news of• the serious of war-time
of
Aquella fills every tiny Enaaoory
ATHLETES FOOT ITCH illness of William Roy Hammett ly, there has been little public disThe Secretary of the Treasury is shall, announces employment
country concerning on firmer ground, however when Cloys A. Hobbs, of Carlisle County, pore and expands, making a
HOW TO STOP
Jr., 3 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. cussion in this
, with the ex- he suggests heavier taxes on cor- as secretary-treasurer to replace W. watertight seal as it seta. Hasaaextended
is
who
Sr.,
TEST
E
credit
5 MINUT
the
William Roy Hammett
loan to poration and business enterprises.'F. Hilliad, who has resigned to acproposed
Got 111.-OL st any drug store. App!y
the
home
ful white, eggshell-like finish coo.
ception of
a victim of diptheria at his
14
111
T
uNP/
F
IMIttir
the
if there is marked inflation, there' cept employment as an agricultis some Great Britain. For some reason,
He
Tenn.
Rock,
tinues to harden with age. VIM
Hollow
in
New
,
of
dorm to LIM nu itch. Get NEW ioot
Mayfield
the
with
number
agent
ural
those
a
will be larger profits and
United Kingdom has
comfort or your 35c bock.
better at this writing.
not powder, rub off, blister, peal
Leaf
and
Loose
Farmer
and
e,
St,ates
who make them will be able to pay Enterpris
enemies in the United
or
flake. UseAquella for interior;
are
t's
.
they
Locally at Bennet
heavier taxes without suffering Floors of Mayfield
upon most occasions,
RECREATION
Aquae No. 2 for arterbra
pres- much.
exert
among
to
known
is
well
d
Hobbs
organize
'Mr.
ly
thorough
publicity.
the members of the Association,
smart itains. add Nrw Sparkle to
Americans will spend about $4,- sure through effective
Per 004
having been field repr_esentative of
SUNDAY, JULY 28
000,000,000 this year on ball games,
AL WORLD
ttk MATERI
Association in Ballard, Carlisle.
SCIENCE
the
AN
Coven 40 to 70sql.44
IN
recreaCHRISTI
of
IDEALS
forms
other
and
skating
ft
Milk
and McCrerken Counties for the
tion, accoreling tces Coxrunerce Deof
four years and also having
David E. Lilienthal, chairman
partment estimate. Such an out"Truth" is the subject of the Les- past
and parti- the Tennessee Valley AuthoritV, son-Sermon which will be read in served as secretary-treasurer for
spectator
for
of
cash
lay
Minsmessy,
Kleesite
convention, dechurches several months. With his agricult.cipant diversion will be the highest addressing a church
Iel annshing Jost put 3M•f Platt or
all Christian Science
glans of water. odd a little
arsdre sn
onal control of
internati
that
decvlare
ss
history,
Sunday, ural background as a farm operator
discelerstie
clares
country's
on
Steins.
in
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world
Presto!
the
Klarnite.
throughout
on "faith
rest
•nd drnIssre °dere iliarlaPrar• Toot urea
must
an dhis past experience with the
energy
atomic
icials.
off
July 28, 1946.
•parkle hke ate, Ask 1•111 armorial
on, Mr. Hobbs is well ac(sada. fur ILkenite
in men."
Text is ''into thine Associati
Golden
The
the conclusion of the hand I commit my spirits: thou quainted with the agricultural credGLEAMS
GOLDEN
While
Way
s
Brushles
the
I'M
so
it needs in the Purchase Counties.
He heapeth up riches, and know- speaker is incontestable, it is
hast redeemed me, 0 Lord God or
because "faith in men" is
eth not who shall gather tharn.
largely
31:5).
rep- truth.'' (Ps.
Get KLEENITE today at DeMyer
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Damron and
--Psalms xxxix, 6.
such a flexible term that is
Among the citations which comDrug Company', Evans Drug ComRiches ennoble a man's circum- resents nothing but the natural op- prise the Lesson-Sermon is the Alvin Jene were in Paducah TuesFIRESTONE STORE
stances/but not himself. —Kant.
timism of individuals in ,Iheir at- following from the Bible: -He that day.
pany and all good druggists.
Situde toward the eternal goodness committeth sin is of the devil, foi
of mankind.
"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
the devil sinneth from the beginThe control of atomic energy ning. For this purpose the Son of
must rest on something beside God was manifested, that he might ,
'faith in men" because it is so un- destroy the works of the devil:"I
certain in its meaning that no com- (I John 3:8).
mittee of men, representing various
races. and religious beliefs, could OBEDIENCE
get together and apply "faith in
men" to any problem involving
The reward is in keeping the
practical questions in a material commandments, not for ' keeping
world.
them.—Lydia Maria Child.
The "faith in men", of which Mr.
Perfect conformity to the will of
Lilienthal talks represents one of God is: the sole sovereign and comthe spiritual attributes that mean plete liberty.—D'Aubigne.
much t othe development of the
Lake Street, Fulton
Obedience is the offspring of
world. It must be expressed in life, Love; and Love is the Principle of
however, in applicatiin to a ma- unity, the basis of :all right
We want 100 Women to Help in The Tomato
Nenit to the City National Bank
terial world and, obviou,sly, this, is ing an dacting; it fulfils the la
where disputes, bicliserinks aild —Mary Baker Eddy.
Crop at once.
ignorance come into play t• mar
No man can always do just as
the best intentions of individuals.
'
he chooses until he always chooses
C. M. ARPIN
• B. C. McCLURE
e
"Faith in men" is an admirabl to do God's will; and that is
The crop is large and we are urgently in need
Leidy, to be highly praised in in- heaven. There is no liberty in
dividuals, but far short of a rule wrongdoing.—Joseph Cook.
of help to help care for it.
to be applied to the solution of perAll the good of which humanity
Plexidg questions. it must guide is capable is comprised in abedtogether
men in their association
CONTACT US AT ONCE.
Jobbers
ience.-7John Stuart Mill.
Wholesale
in the world but it will take ia high
We need only obey. There is
degree of intelligence to use spirit- guidance for, each of us, and by
110 WO St. Ext.
ua lideals in connection with mun- lowly listening we shall hear the
dane affairs.
right word.—Emerson.
Opposite MaynarMervice Station
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1 100 Women I

RE-NU
SWF SNOP

Wanted

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Fulton Specialty House

WATER VALLEY
CANNING COMPANY
Water Valley, Ky.

SPA RKS BROS.
SHOWS
Y. M. B. C. FAIR
REED FIELD
FULTON, KY.

- Aug. 3
.
July 29
SHOWS RIDES
CONCESSIONS
FOLLIES OF 1946
MINSTREL SHOW
UNIFORMED BAND
25 PERFORMERS
FUN FOR

•Silo Simpkins Saps

Power machinery on the farm can
Harold E. Stassen, former govlend a hand--or take one.
ernor of Minnesota, is now outlining
D-uring Farm Safety Week, R. F. his views upon some domestic isD. means Reduce Farm Disacter. ^sues. Recently he stressed the necSally Simpkins says: Be hospit- essity of a labor policy, urging
able to all visitors except accidents. that "abuses of power by sqme
A
The farmer who is too prone to labor leaders" make it necessary to
sit down isn't likely to have good "give working men the right of
"get-up."
secret ballot within their unions
Presence of mind in removing on all important questions."
"accident-happening" places helps
There is much, to be said for this
keep presence of body.
proposal even if we may doubt that
An accident can be like opportuni- it will autorsatically solve the trouty—sometimes you don't know it bles of industry and labor. Certainuntil it's too late.
ly, upon many occasions, the memAccidents, whether at the indivi- bers of a union will support the
dual, family, farm, or community position taken by their leaders,
level, often reduce victims to a dead just as stockholders of a large corlevel.
poration approve whatever the diRemoving accident hazards in- rectors recommend and do.
vites Firtune to knock at the door;
It might be a good idea, when the
ignoring hazards invites his daughtsecret ballot is given to meMbers
er—Miss Fortune.
the unions, an dwe are not aFarming is a many-sided occupa- of
the proposal, to figure. out
gainst
sit
on
would
who
man
tion; and the
to give thb stockholders
way
some
the top-side sometimes has to start
of large management of the corwork from the under-side.
poration's affairs. Just as we preFarm people may be tired of
sume tha tunion members, voting
hearing the Safety story; but all
as a rank and file, might not apof them want to be able to say next
prove some of the steps taken by
year, I've heard that one before.
their leaders, we may also assume
that stockholders, in the rank and
file, might be willing, very often,
to make concessions that would avoid labor troubles.

Fulton Theatre

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Mrs. Juanita Arms spent Monday in Memphis, attending an asAVG. 2-3
, sembly
of the Stanley Home Pro-

Roy Acuff
ALL

STRASSON OUTLINES ^VIEWS

TO MEMPHIS

ducts Company.
J. Paul Bushart is in Memphis
undergoing medical treatment.
Miss Janice Wheeler of 310 Carr
street left last Thursday to visit
friends and relatives in Florida.
Mr. Wayne Norman was in MemMonday and Tuesday of this week.

For
CANDY - CIGARETTES - COUNTER GOODS
CALL 794
We Will Deliver

VOTE

VINCENT
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Here Is the Man!
Norris Brooks Vincent
A G. I. Veteran of World War RI for

United States Senator
A Cletus, Honest Christian Gentleman
QUALIFICATIONS: University of Kentucky; Western State
Teachers College, A.B.; Jefferson School bf Law, L.L.B.; Graduate Law School, Harvard Univertity; admitted to Kentucky
state bar; special agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D. C., and New York City, 3 years.

Vote the 4"V" Way
Demoeratle Primary, August 3, 1646
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It Pays To Shop Here!
P4itrale?

Whether you need just a regular stock item or some
item of hard-to-get merchandise, it will pay you to
visit our store first. We stock all the merchandise
usually carried in an Electric Supply, and Fu.rniture
Store, and in addition, ,ve make an extra effort to get
the things which are hard to find
COME TO US FIRST and SAVE TIME WORRY
and MONEY.

Sonora Radio and Record
Player Combination

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
Answer to last week's question is FALSE--The Orion
Stars are hotter.

Radio with built-in aerial
Price only

SONORA

$99.9,3
RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

PORTABLE
Plays on battery or electric
Complete with battery

.Af...iski Loin

- $55.75

Hard-To-Get
Items
PVICULATORS
White Enameled

$1 38

TEA KETTLES
All-Cast Aluminum

$4 95

KRitrr,CurrEtts

50c

.

$46.25

CORN STICK PAN
All Aluminum: Two sizes

ELECTRIC
TASUI MODEL It141-207. Five
tubes, no aerial Of ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet, unusually
styled. Large.eaty-,

HOT PLATE

Smt:011adios

lbeelararito"
Woe/
In radio, it's tone,ofcourse,dais
most important. And for tonr,
you think of SoNokA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
years. Come in tad hear these new
models—then you be the judge.

_ $1.00 and $1.35

MASON BRAND
FRUIT JARS —
Pints, Quarts and 1-2 Gal. Size
Jar Tops Etc. Prices Regular
Jar Rings,
FOOD CHOPPERS
FOLEY'S FOOD MILL
Just Received The Famous

Single or double unit

PRESTO PRESSURE COOKERS $12.50: $12.95

Prices from

NEW
KITCHEN CARINETS
$49.50
Price only _

$2.81 to $17.60

BASE CABINET'S
All Metal. Plenty of storage space, only_ __ $17.75

Large Shipment Just Received. — Pick Yours
NOW.
New Breakfast Set

$9.20

MODEL 209
$37.95

Walnut finished table

Strictly new and
modernistic. Chromnum construction.
Table has hardwood
top, and chairs upholstered in leatherette. Tabl and four
$89.95
chairs

FutToN -mom & FuRNITuRE co.
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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RECIPE OF THE WEEK
It is hard to find a dessert more
delicious than fresh peaches and
cream or peaches eaten out of hand.
However, for variety there are
many ways of preparing them.
such as in the following recipe
from the Kentucky College of

Agriculture and Home Economics.
Raked Stuffed Peaches
6 large ripe peaches
1-2 cup raisins
1-2 cup nuts
1-3 cup sugar
cinnamon
1-2 ;cup water
Dip the peaches in boiling water

States should not ignore
been some above the national aver- U.S.S.R. would go in expanding its The United
age. Prices of Kentucky lambs zone of influence. A corresponding their value.
were about equal to U. S. prices lack of any definite American polfrom 1910 tO 1915, but rose until icy making it clear just where the
The time is always ripe for sound
they were 27 percent higher in United States would hold the line farm planning, and such plans
1932. Since then they hay elost also helped make the picture doubt- bear fruit in due season.
some of their gains. Prices of wool ful.
in Kentucky were about 25 percent
If the Russians are determined
above the national average from 19- to avoid war, it is logical to as.
W. W. Jones & Sons
10 to 1917. During the past decade sume tha tweher interests meet, a
Funeral Rome
athey were only about 1 8percent
compromise can be affected bePhone 3111
119
University
bove.
tween the two countries.
MARTIN, TENN.
In dairying and poultry-ralsing
One of the greatest promoters
A DfrstinctIve Service Well
Kentucky have had little price adWithha Your Means
of international compromise is a
DUKEDOM
vantage over farmers in the coun- terong Air Force, Array and Navy
fluctuations
Price
try as a whole.
Mrs. Sue Adams had her tonsils have been sharp, v,eth averages
week
last
of
removedd Wednesday
often slightly below those of the
as Haws hospital. She had 31 visi- United States as a whole.
States Senator
In the Democratic Primary for United
i tors Sunday at her home.
1946
1,
August
Saturday,
on
' Mrs. Powell Melton and Sherry
RUSSIAN OPTIMISM
are visiting friends and relatives.
Verdell Glissom returned home
The new Russian Ambassador in
Monday from•over seas. We are
Washington, who arrived early last
glad to see him home again.
Mrs. Loyd Roberts and Mrs. month, Nikolai V. Navikov, made
Chester Owens was hostess to a his first public utterance recently
brush party Friday afternoon. 25 and sounded anything but gloomy
over peace prospects concerning the
was present.
program.
A large crowd attended the Gene United States and Russia.
He offers a constructive legislative
Wars.
Said the new Ambassador, " The
World
tern
irt
Steele and Delmore Bros. program
lett..
to
volunteered
He
Soviet Union will never start a war
at Pilot Oak school Friday night.
Let's elect him to serge in the Senate!
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Gay went against the United States or anyone else." Further 'Ohre is no
to the Fulton show Sunday.
HEADQUARTERS,
Tr LEPHOPIEs
Alt West Mien.. StMr. Roy Roberts of Mayfield vis- basis whatever for wa'r between
CLAY 234.1
WI•
2.
United
anct;the
ited Mr. and Mrs. Hermey Roberts the Soviet Union
States. I know this--that the people!
Sunday.
United States do not want
Mr .and !qrs. Walker Midgett vis- of
ited Mr .and Mrs. Walter Williams to wage a war against the Soviet'
and Mrs. Lou McCall Sunday aft- Union or any other country.
ernoon. It was Mr. Williams BirthIf the Soviet Ambassador's words'
day.
turn out to be the permanent pol-1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byars left icy of that country, then a great .
for their horne in Detroit, Friday part of the present world anxiety
morning.
will have been relieved.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Roberts, Mr.
Fundamental reason for most of
and Mrs. Melton Steelle and Ken- the pessimistic predictions in this
neth, Mrs. Chester Owens and Peg- country recently has been the lack
gy, Mr. and Mrs. Homer McClian of information on just how far the
and children and Ralph Work went
Everyone knows that this country, and the world, face a big
to Gilbertsville Dam Saturday.
meat and food shortage. Many are buying and raising Baby
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Steele and
Chicks to increase their meat supply.
family spent Sunday with Mrs

for a minute or two, then peel and
cut in halves. Arrange in baking
dish and fill the centers with raisins and chopped nuts., Sprinkle
with cinnamon, add water and bake
in a moderate oven, 375 degrees,
until the fruit is soft. Serve cold
with cream.
Menu: Cold sliced tongue, buttered summer squash, broccoli, tomato" salad, corn muffins and baked
!peaches.

Egy To Build
With BLOCKS

VOTE FOR

'BLAKEY HELM

Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel.- See us for your blinding
needs.

ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THE

Adams & Lowe

MEAT SHORTAGE

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

Steele's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Olive.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Work and
Brenda of Detroit are visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Work
and Mr. and Mrs. Leander Nelson.

You'll Like Our Service
and Good Gulf Products

FARM PRICES HOLD
WELL IN KENTCUKY

7".

GULFLEX LUBRICATION
AUTO LAUNDRY and POLISH SERVICE
We call for and deliver your car.
Phone 1108

Goodwin Service Station
Corner Eddings & Valley

Chiropractor

Fulton, Ky.

Dear Customer:

Kentucky farmers have been doing fairly well in recent years.
compared with farmers in the
United States as a whole,. due in
part to the upward trend In burley
tobacco, says the annual report of
the Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion at Lexington.
Prices of eorn, wheat and hay
have averaged higher in Kentucky
than in the United States as a
whole during the past 35 years.
Corn prices have averaged 10 to
12 percent above the United States
price, and the price of hay has
averaged 30 percent higher, except
when droughts prevaled in other
states.
Prices of beef cattle in Kentucky
averaged 7 percent below those of
the United States from 1910 to
1934, but since then have been about the seine as for the country as
a whole. During the last 10 years
prices of veal calves in Kentucky
averaged 10 percent above the II.
S. prices.
Hog prices in Kentucky have
followed along relatively well with
prices in the country as a whole,
but the average for 35 years has

Due to conditions beyond our control, prices on milk
are being raised. Dairy feed prices have increased about 25 percent-and the government is no longer paying dairy subsidy. To meet the increased cost of
production it will be.necessary to charge the following
prices:

YOU,TOO CAN LOOK
AHEAD AND AVOID SCARCITY
SEE US FOR

City National Bank Bldg
Office Nous 9 to 12; 2 to S
Evenings 7 to

CHICKS

__ 17c
1.3c
__ 20c
_ 70c
20c

We regret that it has become necessary to increase prices, but in order to continue to give you our
high quality product and efficient service we have no
other choice.
These prices may seem a little high to some of you,
but with a little figuring you will see that milk is
still the cheapest food on the market.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

u.

S. Approved and U. S. Pullorurn Tested.

"CHICKS WITH A PEESONALITY"

p.

Plasmatic Therapy
PHONE 97
Electrical Treatments

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINZ ST.

FULTON, Klf.

PHONE 413

DRIVE IN
TO SEE US
Pff BAR-11-Q, SOUP, CHILI
SANDWICHES
Oppen Sundays and Every Night

HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street From OK Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
ENJOY WIDE POPULARITY
Hundreds of our patrons are enjoying the

SWEETMIL1C QUARTS
BUTTERMILK QUARTS
CHOCOLATE MILK QUARTS
CREAM QUARTS _
PINTS
CREAM

1

BABY

We take great delight in pleasing our customers, and appreciate your patronage.
GULF GASOLENE and MOTOR OEL.S

DR. T. M. REID

rich, wholesome goodness of our pure pasteurized milk, which provides priceless vitamins
and minerals to build strong bones and healthy-

Once again Dixie Greyhound service is
returning to its traditionally fine standards of frequency and convenience—after
a period of unavoidable interruption of
regular service. We are again pleased
to invite you to CALL GREYHOUND
for comfortable, economical service to
thousands of ootnrnunities near and far.
And remember, too, that finer new buses,
improved terminal facilities and a host of
new bus-travel benefits are on the way.

BE TRAVEL THRIFTY-GO GREYHOUND

bodie,s.
411

CALL FOR "PURE" MILK
FOR THE ilEALTH'S SAKE

Jacicson, Miss..... e8.00
3.35
St. Louis, Mo......
Birmingham, Ala. 4.95
15.85
Amarillo
10.75
Dallas
20.15
El Paso
Atlanta
5.85
New Orleans
7.30

Chattanooga
Nishville
Paducah
Los Angeles
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
New York

4.35
2.30
1.00
34.40
7.60
9.50
9.85
16.15"

(U. S. tax not included)

UNION BUS STATION

Fulton Pure Milk' Co.
Phone 813-1

Fulton, Kentucky

Fourth & Carr Street

Telephone 44
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condemning the legislation "which The role adopted by Russia since the possibility that other mrtters, life now amounts to $599.68, a and barracks equipment, $49.82;
that time was abundantly demon- relating to, Germany and the de- rise of $57.10 over 1945 costs. The plus $13.50 for maintenance.
legalized inflation."
strate da complete faith in the feated nations of: tumpe,'ran be War Department estimates that in
Warning that recent price and
ability of the Red army to take care, settled ami?.:ably.
1946 a soldier's food will cost $233.rent increases were only a taste
of the part of the world.
This is utterly • 'impossible ff 93; his clothing $133 at the outset
of what lies ahead, unless the
Now, as the peace discussions Russia is determined to promote her and an additional $104.15 for mainThe affairs of the world, which
Congress provides really effective
The dog in the manger has movcontrol legislation, Chester Bowles, include the peace of the Unite4 proceed toward the Adriatic, Ncrth bran dof democracy and to establish tenance;
individual
ed
over to the grain bin.
departing,director of economic sta- States, are being shaped in Parts Africa and Austria the Communists Communism everywhere and thinks
plus $16.53 for
bilization, explains that patriotic but there is little indication that are throughly convinced that toe that both are necessary to the seUnited States of America is unwill- curity of the Soviet Union.
and far-sighted business men will Soviet Russia is ready to abandon
no thave much to say about infla- her game of unilateral actiou ing to compel young men of 18 and
It is rather dismal picture ot the
tion if prices start "to go all a- wherever Soviet troops abound and 19 to serve in the army, even in future, but nothing is to be gainpeace,
or
to
set
up
a
military
the veto to stop any kind of action
pro- ed by overlooking the truth. The
cross the board."
Mr. Bowles pointed out that im- where Soviet influence is not in gram that will provide the trained Russians, for reasons sufficient to
men that would be necessary in the themselves place little faith in demediate' and fantastic price increas- the ascendancy.
es were caused by a "few produc- 1 The Russians are probably en- event of any clash of interest with mocracy, as we nuderstand it in
ers, a few store-keepers, a few land- couraged in their strong-handed any major power.
this country. They consider that a
lords and a good many specula- game by the apparent unwill'ingone-party system, d nninati-a b
tors" who took advantage of a ness of the Congress of the United
the government, or a single party,
profit-opportunity even though "re- States to maintain any semblalnce
is the essence of democracy. They
If mankind had wished for what cannot understan
sponsible'' merchants and business of a capable armed force. When the
wiltingness I
hears the • government is right, they might have had it of the English speaking peoples to
men exhibited a determination to Kremlin
talking
about
principles,
as applied long ago.—William Hazlitt.
hold price levels as long as possible.
permit political opposition, free
It has been said of the world's speech and a free press which,
At the same time, Mr. Bowles to the peace settlements of Etnope
expressed sympathy with congress- it naturally wonders how far the history nitherto that might makes from their standpoint, are instrumen who have been under "a bom- United States will go, if necessary, right. It is for us and for our time ments of division, not of unificabardment of attacks against con- to assert and defend the proclama- to reverse the maxim, and to say tion.
that right makes might.—Abraham
trols for the last six months." He tions of the government.
There is no reason vvhatever to
house
The rapid withdrawal of must of Lincoln.
says that the Congress was sinUse Granitoid . . . the self-cleaning outside
believe that the British or the
dries
and
thoroughly
Godd reigns, and will "turn and Americans are willing to
covers
cerely impressed by the pressures our armed forces in E.urape was
easily,
spreads
that
paint
surrender
but that anyone living in Washing- the tip-off to Moscow tnat the way overturn" until right is found their ideals of deniocracy and freequickly into a smooth, durable, lustrous finish that
as open for the attainment of Rut- supreme.—Mary Baker Eddy
nd
dom in order to appease Russia
makes the oldest house look just like new ... a
an 1110116tiven in Eastern Europe.
1,$:,bie., In God's own might and to secure for themselves somecti
that lasts for years. Kurfees Granitoid House
fitash
e
eta for the corning fight, thing of a transitory assurance aby far the most economical we know of.
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of children at school and X-ray
FIGHTING T. B.
arms.
Learn from mathematicians; they HELM FAVORS COMPULSORY
treatment of doubtful cases would
Many a candidate loses his faith have to tinderstand a problem be- ARBITRATION IN PUBLIC
tuberbe of greatest aid.
combat
way
to
best
The
The Russian idea of cooperation in human nature w-hen the votes fore they can find the answer.
SERVICE INDUSTRIES
tuberpoints
doctor
prominent
a
culosis,
A mapority of pulmonary
are counted.
There is a fifth fredom in Ameriis to say "walk this way."
out, is to be constantly engaged in culosis occurs in the late teens or
be
to
everybody
of
right
the
ca:
stopAfter the first World War we
Well, what has become fo the oldA firm stand against work
a fight to discover its symptoms. early twenties and examination of
tested bombing; now we are try- a sucker, if he, of si-e. so elects.
fashioned community picnics?
pages in industries furnishing the
Since all recent strides in redivAng children seems the most sensible
late
that
We regret to report
Atter all the debate about O. P. ing out the atomic bomb.
public essential services while dismade be- course to take until science learns
addresses are no putes between labor and manage- the death-rate have been
A., we will now see what hapThe grandchildren of boys and commencement
evi- more about curative methods. Furearlier ones. ment are being settleei has been cause of early detection it is
the
than
specific
more
pens.
girls who used to aslc for a dime
prevents
examina- ther, early discovery
quits work to taker' Blakey Helm, candidate for dent that more thorough
who
man
old
The
Advertising will soon get back to now ask for the car.
tions would produce even better spreading of infection.
the
knov.
,
but
not
might
retire
the old business of trying to sell
the Democratic nomination for U. results.
The danger in ignorance is that
Early detection then, does two
chances are that he is retiring to S. Sinator in the August 3 primary.
goods.
'
so many peopple have it without
Tuberculosis is something very things: it saves lives and prevents
die.
over
the
Helm, who is travelling
The "rubber stamp" Coure has the least suspecting it.
remote to us until it becomes very many from falling victim to the
There is nothing v.-rong win"' any
now been revealed as the "dynaWhat is the difference between economic theory that says an in- state meeting voters and Democrat- intimatery associated with some germ. If anyone knows a better
mite" group.
a newspaper and a circular; ask dividual should get as much as he ic political leaders, emphasized that member of the family and then reason for having youth examined,
his stand was not intended as an
'Yugoslavia is a mall nation to any newspaper man.
we'd like to hear about it.
can earn.
antilabor move, sbut rather as a it becomes an active, aggressive
consider taking Trieste by force of
The man who crideise; women
It's a little early but THE NEWS means of assuring the public a con- enemy. Because doctors can cure
Mrs. Harvel Boa¢,:/of Paduach is
evidently is a hermit, living in a will make an excellent Christmas
tinuation of vital services such
it in most cases only before it be- the guest of hei mother, Mrs. J.
wilderness fortification.
present next December.
electricity, water, gas, telephones, comes comp
licated mass skin tests F. Royster.
.
This may save you: life: When
11 f- l.1.1 ni -r1L.Cc.'
An editorial writer is a man who
etc.
•
distress,
in
in
swimming. never
owns a newspaper or belongs to a
"I believe in the labor movement
•
buck the current; elide with it and
family which owns dne.
and always have been a friend of
get out safely.
E Of- Hirr i
There are individuals in every labor," Helm stated in a speech at
FULTON, KENTUCKY
comniunity who care little for the Ashland, "but I believe the public
respect of the peple if they can get should be considered also in disputes. Therefore, I favor the estabTODAY AND SATURDAY
100 per cent.
Double Feature
The object of some life, not nec- lishment of an appropriate tribunal
enact.
4"1 er: rer-Tr•,?-rrer.E-rj
essarily human, is to hold on to to handle such disputes and
advantages regardless ...if how they merit of law requiring both manage- He Could Eat Only One begin to name the different kinds
ment and lobor to arbitrate their
were' obtained.
use
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Meal A Day Because of of strong laxatives V.- had to'v..ear
After careful cons7deration we differences before this body without
for constipation. One.,,woold
Distress From Indiges- out' and. I would hat4. to try anothhave concluded that these para- causing an interruption in the flow
....... TOM BRETODAY AND SATURDAY
NEMAN
tion.
Now -Eats Any- er, and almost evei.y day splitting
graphs could be written mach of necessary public services."
__plusHelm, Louisville lawyer, Logan
better by almost anybody.
headaches added to my misery.
thing.
Feels
Fine.
JA Isolationism is shOwing itself in county native, and a veteren of
"The relief Retonga gave me was
"Indigestion gave .nie such con/
,,,.
various sections of the country; it brith World Wars, previously had stant distreis that I could eat only both prompt and pleasant. I now
'
,r
won't be long now before the paci- come out in favor of more Federal once a day and I lost twenty-five sleep ,Iike a 'new born balay' and
William
CHARLES STARRETT
fists will be talkIng the same old aid for state schools, secondary and pounds. Thanks to Retonga, I now get up feeling refreshed and ready
GARGAN
college, without Federal control. He enjoy three meals daily and I have for whatever the day may bring.
pre-war stuff.
Comedy
Advice: If you have a job to do also has stated that he favors turn- regained fifteen pounds,- grateful- Constipation is relieved and s6- are
and, after making every effort, can ing over Kentucky schools and col- ly ,declares Mr. H. J. Harris of the headaches and gas pains in my
SUNDAY-MONDAY
SUNDAY and MONDAY
find no way to get somebody else leges such items of surplus Army Route 1, Indian Mound, Tenn. Mr. stomach, and I have regained fifROY ROGERS
to do the work, do it yourself and and Navy equipment as might be Harris specializes in raising fine teen pounds. Retonga is the finest
Jean LESLIE • Robert HUTTON
GABBY HAYES
of use.
it serves you right.
medicine I ever took."
hogs and cattle.
In
Mr. Byrnes, in Paris, had a
Itetonga is intended to.. relieve
Former Democratic chairman of
"Gas would form in my stomach
poor
"Bells of Rosarita"
hand for an internacional
due to insufficient flow of
game of Louisville and Jefferson county, and press upward until I had to distress
Cartoon and Comedy
poker. Mr. Molotov alone knew that Helm is in favor of expanding the gasp for breath," continued Mr. digestive juices in the stomach, loss
he had the support of Ills
entire *rural electrification program to in- Harris. "I felt restless and was up of appetite, Vitarnin B-1 deficiency
Cartoon and Fox News
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
clude every. home in Kentucky and and doivn so often during the night and constitpation. Accept no subpopulation,'whatever he did. Double Feature
Americans. would not let women the continuation of the optional that I got very little real rest. stitute. Retonga may be obtained
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
and children starve; ail they
Adv.
Mornings I felt worn out. I can't at DeMyer Drug Co.
,.
would parity price program for farm prodo is to deny the report of
ducts.
He
that
also
has
announced
esear e! Adv
MEET THE
officials
who assert that there will be
star- he favors the Hill-Burton bill, now
SUPER
uf COMES
vation unless we send food
,
abroad._ pending in Congress, which provid:
SALESMEN!
• 'r A
FLYING HOME
One trouble with our form
es for substantial aid to non-profit
of
_
Faye MARLOWE • Dick CRANE
government is that a four-flusher, hospitals which have been certified
making any wild assertion, can
get by the proper state inspecting
Plus
'more publicity- than a
y.
eneclin
scholar, tril- agH
JOAN LESLIE
1 ing the truth about a
served as t volunteer both
public issue.
ROBERT HUTTON
1 One way, to fignt
a
-T enlisted man and officer in tire
inflation
.is
to
In
JACQUELINE DE WIT
maintain relatively high taxes;
infantry during World War 1 and
•
•
Fox News
the
"Too Young To Know" next time a big bu3iness
tycoon saw action in France. He volunyells
head off about the dang- teered for service in World War II
er of inflation, ask him
whether slso and served, tv..ci years in the
_ _If Its New—Dotty Has It!
he favors high taxes.
European Theater as a captain and ,
The Old days might not be
later a major in the Air Forces. Alas
baci as some of us think: every
v.'ays active in American Legion
cnce
in a while we hea?
edmething that affairs, he is aformer commander
makes us think that pe.ople
of Jefferson Post in Louisville.
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Moultrie!s Service Station is
now located on West State Line
Street at the TEX ACO SERVICE

DOTTY'S
ANNUAL

PEACE UP TO INDIVIDUALS

CLEARANCE
ALL SUMM°FER SHOES
• Assorted Fabrics
And Colors
Leather Soles
-

• Broken Sizes
In Our Fastest
Selling Styles

ALL

PLAY SHOES
DREssANDsHoEs
MUST GO
•Values
To $4.45

now $1.91
now $2.97
now $3.97

•Values
To $6.00
•Values
To $7.95

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION
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Dr. Leo Szilard, on? of the scientists v;ho worked on the atomic
bomb, says that the only security
for mankind is the formation of
a world "government and urges
that such a government he made
the issue of the next prnsidentiaL
campaign.
While we are inclined te hAicve
that there will eventually develop
a form of world goveinment,
are not certain that any form of
government will sav2. manHi.d. .t
is strictly up to the people oc. the
world, as individuals, to develcp attitudes that will make peaee passible and to security is to be found
in the machinery of government,
whatever it happens to be
There are a great many people
who advorate the formaVon of a
world government, with some surrender of the sovereignty of Individual nations. Most of them are
inclined to demand that the government be formed immediately, but
there are some who suggest tnot
it should include, at first, only nations which have developed the essential freedoms of civilization and
in which the people nave undoubted control of their destiny.
The United Nations Organization, which is slowly beginning to
function, might well servo as a
vehicle to transport mankind into a
world government. It will rot be
the world government itself, but
in establishing cPrtain controls,
providing regulations and settling
disputes, the UNO may Snow the
way to more elaborate cooperation.
We belive that there is an excellent prospect of a world government providing satisfactory if it
includes none but the demGcratic
nations of the earth. Certainly the
super-government must not be
aggressive and it must not alarm
na, lions, like Russia, which
are not
yet ready to participate in
any form
of, government that permits
efiee' live political opposition to
esCsting
governments.

Inc.
'
IN FULTON

Civilian employment jumped 1,420.000 from May to June, rea.,
:hing
a total of 56,740.000 early in the
latter month, according to the Census Bureau. The number of unemplyoed however. also rose, going up
from 250,000 to a total of 2,560,000.
Non - farming employment rose
300.000 to a total of 46,760,000 and
farm employment jumped 1,100,000 to a total of 9.980,000.

CLASSIFIED ADS

We invite our customers and
friends to visit us at our new
location, and assure you of the
same Courteous kind Efficient
Service.
Our Car Washer and Greaser, Slim, is Still With Us.

NOTICE!
If you have termites, write or call
Carl Grooms for free inspection,
402 South Ilth Street, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 716-R. Reference furnished.
5tp

-Miss Nell Cashun and
Miss Dale ,
lien.ry were in Paducah
one, gay
this week.

WANTED—To rent unfurnished
house or apartment, five rooms or
more. J. C. Frederick, 209 West
State Line, Phone 316.
25-5tpd

•

'Rusty'Moultrie

•

TEL. 9183

T1-1k e Coke's here

SOMED UNDER AUTHOWTY OP THE COCA-COLA COISPANY SY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.

